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Stock#: 76890
Map Maker: Heylyn

Date: 1670
Place: London
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 9 x 13.75 inches (binding)

Price: $ 2,800.00

Description:

With The Earliest Map to Show California as an Island Published by a Woman

Sixth edition (so styled on decorative title page) of Peter Heylyn's highly influential history of the world.

First published in 1652 by Henry Seile and later by his widow Anna Seile in 1663,  "Cosmographie,"
expanded from Heylyn's earlier book "Microcosmus" into a large, detailed volume covering geography and
history of America and other regions. The book, known for its detailed maps and geography lessons, was
popular and used for education, including by government officials.

The work includes four folding maps of the continents, including a 1666 edition of Americae Nova
descriptio, the western hemisphere with California shown as an island, here in Burden's state 3, with the
date altered to 1666 and with Seile's name replaced by Philippi Chetwind. Tooley notes the 1652 first
issue as "based on Speed's map of 1627, the only change in California being the insertion of the words
Nova Albion in large type in the north of the island...."

The map appeared in later editions of Heylin's Cosmographie to 1682. However, following Seile's
death, his widow Anne published her own editions. For these she used a further set of plates dated
1663. Clearly she did not inherit her husband's plates. - Burden.

As the map of America has been re-engraved by Robert Vaughan at the direction of Seile's widow Anna, it
stands as the earliest map to show California as an Island published by a woman.
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The other maps present are Chetwind's Europe, Africa and Asia.

Detailed Condition:
Folio. Contemporary full paneled calf, expertly rebacked with original backstrip laid down. Raised spine
bands. Corners bumped. Four parts in one volume. Pagination erratic: [16],739,[4], pages
740,761-892,899-934,921-958,961-1098,[2],[2, i.e. separate title page for Appendix],1089-1095,[42] pages.
4 folding maps. Extra engraved allegorical titlepage with globe vignette surrounded by figures
representing the various continents. Also an additional letterpress title page printed in red and black. The
maps clean and nice, as are the text leaves. Complete.


